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Heroines of Sound Festival at HAU2

Heroine of Sound Work

The Festival Heroines of Sound honors the film pioneer Mary Ellen Bute. Two American 
composers rediscover her work.
By JONAS ZERWECK

(Photo)
Caption: The filmmaker Mary Ellen Bute with an oscilloscope displaying electrical voltage in a 
coordinate system.

She saw the sounds - as colors, shapes and movements. When she heard music, she perceived a 
flood of visual, abstract impressions. Mary Ellen Bute was a synesthete. For her, every acoustic 
stimulus naturally meant a visual one as well. People without these intertwined senses find this 
difficult to imagine. It becomes a little more comprehensible through Butes artistic work. She was a 
pioneer of animated film in the 1930s and is still largely unknown today. All this makes her a 
perfect Figure for an homage within the Heroines of Sound festival.

For four years already, the festival has been dealing with artists from the past and present with 
electronic music. Mary Ellen Bute herself used sound only as a source of inspiration for her abstract
films, but because the festival also focuses on performance and video art this year, it fits in well. 
The historical "heroine" Bute and her work also anchor the festival through three commissions in 
the present. Three composers follow their creative process in the opposite direction: the films 
arranged by Bute to recordings of classical music are re-set to music. Two of these new works will 
be heard at the opening concert this Thursday at HAU2: Laurie Schwartz sets Butes "Parabola" 
(1937), Evelyn Saylor her "Synchromy No. 2." It will be exciting to see the way in which the two 
artists encounter the works, individually, and in comparison with Bute. Surrounded by a varied 
program, such as the presentation of the new album by Gudrun Gut, the organizers will contrast 
each of the new settings with a film by Bute with original sound.

Hidden motives in few places

So how do you find sounds for a film that itself is the visualization of music? Schwartz and Saylor 
face the same challenges, but choose different approaches. Laurie Schwartz approaches "Parabola" 
on a semantic level with a conceptual approach: "I first interviewed some artist friends. On the film 
title and the mathematical curve of the same name, on the situation of Bute, when she was the only 
woman in her field in the 1930s, and on the person of Bute herself," she explains. Afterwards, she 
cut up and rearranged her recorded material, in which the meanings of the spoken words as well as 
their musical structure were important to her. Speech melody, rhythm, volume. The result is a 
conceptualized soundtrack to the film based on what has been said spontaneously. As closely as she
is related to the film, she works independently from it, as the synchronization between sound and 
image does not play a role for Schwartz. At least, she did not want to ignore the work that once 
inspired Bute: Darius Milhaud's "Création du monde". In a few places she has inserted motifs by 
Milhaud in her composition. However, Schwartz electronically alienated the recorded violin so 
heavily, that the listener will scarcely recognize the origin of these notes.



In the new soundtrack for "Synchromy No. 2" Evelyn Saylor also thought about the relationship to 
the composition which formed Bute's basis. In her case, Wagner's "O you my sweet evening star" 
from "Tannhäuser". While Schwartz incorporates alienated motifs, in Saylor's work the connection 
to Wagner is in its form. After a detailed analysis of Butes work, she found that Bute "follows 
Wagner's form closely in her film. In turn, my piece follows the work of Bute, so that in the end 
there is a connection to Wagner through it. "The approaches of both composers are also similar in 
many ways. Saylor also uses the human voice and, like her colleague, neither alters its frequency 
nor manipulates its sound. Instead, the electronic in the sound is formed through new spliced 
fragments. The result is a thoroughly considered pattern, partly implemented by computer 
processing, partly in the creative process. As a sound source she uses her own voice, singing only 
phonemes, vowels and the sounds that lie in between. So no concrete words, as are consciously 
used by Schwartz.

Analog meets digital

Saylor's work also revolves around a point of contact between the digital and the analog. "Cutting 
and joining the voices gives the sound something technical. No matter how jagged you try to sing, 
you'll never be able to sound like that. And yet the sound has something human, because we hear a 
real voice. There is nothing like it as an instrument," she says. She encounters a similar meeting 
point in fine-tuning the music to the pictures: while Bute has used musical recordings of orchestras 
which take quite organic liberties in the tempo, Saylor's cutting technique binds her to a basic length
of her sound grains. Here too, the analog meets the digital: the lively organic on the machinic corset
of a program.

There is much that connects the Americans. Both live in Berlin, the one for many years, the other 
only a few. Both compose electronic music, preferably using the voice. All the more surprising that 
they know nothing more than the name of the other from the concert program. But that fits, because 
as much as there is that connects them, so much differentiates them. While Saylor carefully 
considers her words, takes time for her answers in conversation, and exudes calmness, Schwartz 
emits a lively energy. She talks quickly, finds quick phrases. As a freelance composer with a 
teaching position in electro-acoustic composition at the UdK, 28-year-old Saylor is still at the 
beginning of her career. The 65-year-old Laurie Schwartz, however, can look back on a still very 
successful career as a composer, journalist, curator and translator.

It is especially the mixture of levels that makes the opening concert worth hearing: the Mary-Ellen-
Bute-Block, the comparisons between the composers and the work of Bute - a look at the heroic 
work of female electronic artists from past and present.

Heroines of Sound, 6.-8.12., HAU2, opening concert on 6.12., 8 pm
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